being
everywhere
A Conversation with WWE’s Matt Fishman
by Rob Beeler

We’ve taken an approach to be everywhere
because content is being consumed everywhere.

I

had the opportunity to catch up with Matt Fishman,
Director of Digital Strategy and Ad Operations at WWE.
He is responsible for the planning team and the campaign
delivery team and is involved in forecasting and revenue
recognition for the sales and partnership team. It’s a
big role at a big company and I heard he was up to
something interesting.

ro b b ee l er : Matt, can you give me
a sense of the scope of the WWE?
m a t t Fi s hma n : We love being
everywhere. That's what we pride ourselves
on. We are on linear, we're on social, we're
digital. You name it, we got it. We’ve taken
an approach to be everywhere because content
is being consumed everywhere. It's multichannel,
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multi-platform and we're evolving with the needs of the users
and the consumers, and also the needs of our advertisers and
the people that depend upon us to reach our consumers.

RB:

Being everywhere is challenging. How does
WWE manage a business with so many digital
products?

M F:

It's not all about top line revenue.
We need to make sure that we're continuing
to grow profits and we worry about our
stock and earnings reports and all the
things that maybe a startup doesn't
necessarily need to be conscious of. In
order to get better as an organization, you
need an understanding of what the market
wants and what you as a company do really well.

We ask ourselves if the products that have extremely high
costs need to be either deprecated or revised in some way.
Which products have very low lift but a lot of potential? It's
about understanding how we can build this perfect package
that satisfies all of the needs of the advertiser and satisfies
the needs of our organization.

R B: Where does this focus come from?

point. We even considered building something ourselves. But
it really boiled down to the fact that we needed a powerful
OMS to get us what we wanted. The group decided boostr
was that solution: one holistic location to show us the
profitability of each deal at a very granular level.

R B : I get it. If you understand everything that goes into
a deal, you’re not just looking at the amount, but the margin.

M F: It stems from our finance department
M F: We have the luxury of having a great
having interesting questions about specific
support team for our Sales team. The majority
content we were producing. Does it help
of the ideas and the media plans and all
the bottom line? If yes, do we need
the margin analysis is done prior to
to produce more of it? If no, can we
giving Sales something to sell.
move on? It's really about us getting
smarter as an organization. If it
We're already thinking about
doesn’t hit with our advertisers
margins as we're pitching it.
CRMs often require you to have
or the consumers don't like it,
Sure, at the larger budget levels,
contracts with third party vendors
why are we doing it?
we're willing to make certain
to connect all the systems together.
sacrifices to bring in that large
To build out one process, you may need
Once the marching order
dollar amount but we always
three or four different contracts, and
was given to understand our
keep an eye on if the sale makes
now you're spending money left, right
business better, it opened up a
sense for us. It’s not always the
and everywhere.
lot of doors of exploration. What
case. It's also finding the right
capabilities do we have and what
mix for every one of our clients
don't we have? The more questions
to make sure that everyone can
they asked, the more we realized we
fit into the WWE universe properly
don’t have the granular level of data
and play nice and the proper
that they requested. It kicked off a
competitive separation. Obviously
process to determine what we need to
there's a lot of diplomacy on our end
get there. It's never a good answer
internally as well.
We needed a powerful OMS
to give your superior, “We just don't
to get us what we wanted. The
know.”
R B : How is boostr helping you
group decided boostr was that
manage that?
solution: one holistic location to
R B: Great point. What was your
show us the profitability of each
next step?
M F: It helps inform us to
deal at a very granular level.
be a better support team to our
M F: When a deal was sold, we
salespeople and to put our best foot
needed to know every component
forward. A single percentage point
within that deal, the revenue associated
that could increase sales’ close rates,
with that component and the margins of
could correlate to millions of dollars. Even
that component. We were light years away
a fraction of a percent is massive for our
from doing that within our legacy CRM. CRMs
company. These little incremental changes, even
tend to only do CRM things. Once you hit the sale button,
though they may have some pain during discovery and the
it can no longer help you. CRMs often require you to have
customization and all the man hours, you get an extra deal
contracts with third party vendors to connect all the systems
close or an extra couple of deal closes. It all makes it worth it.
together. To build out one process, you may need three or
four different contracts, and now you're spending money left,
If you don’t have a system that can help you with this, you
right and everywhere.
could theoretically have an ad ops team member manually
calculate the CPM, the deliberate impressions, and put it into
Plus we wanted to move quickly. I can't tell an executive, “Oh,
the system to answer these questions as well as getting billing
I'll get you this in two years.” It's not really helpful at that
out the door. We had done that for many years.
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The rates are already booked in, in our OMS.
They're putting in the impression value and
it's auto-calculating the costs and autocalculating the revenue. It should free up
our team to do less data entry and less
trafficking per se, and focus more on
optimizations.

to do everything else we need to do. Instead
of having the salesperson break out every
line item while they're in the sales process,
why don't we wait to do that until we're
actually closing the deal? Instead we
have a handoff between pre- and postA single percentage
sale. We book all the data in properly
point [could] correlate to
and see how the deals that we do win
millions of dollars. Even
impact our margins. Long story short,
a fraction of a percent
we are putting a little bit more weight
is massive for our
on our support staff and boostr to pull
company."
everything together so that Sales can go
sell.

It's creating a better feedback loop. The
less time you have to spend on the “nonsexy” part of our job, the more time we
can spend figuring out ways to be better
and to find new products and go explore. I
want to free up my team's time to say, “Go out
there, find new technology for us.” Or, “Go out there
and find new advertising mediums for us. The more userfriendly any system is, and I guess the less barrier to entry to
get your data in, it's going to make everyone so much happier.

R B: And for Sales?
M F: The more time that it takes them to input data, the
less time that they're out hitting the streets. It’s less time
they're in-market, one less email they're sending, or one less
cold call. Our thought process was to make it so that at least
the bare minimum that the salespeople are doing, allow us

R B : What’s next?
M F: We want to have the answer to management’s
questions before they ask it. We want to be one step ahead of
our finance department and our executive levels of data they
need. Hopefully also being that boostr is working with other
great publishers, they will be learning from their other clients
and make updates to our system that helps us get better with
them. I think one of the real important parts of this is that
you can bring on a technology that can not only help your
department, but also it can streamline your communication
with other departments. It's a win for everyone.

Contact Info@boostr.com to learn how boostr can help your business.
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